ABSTRAK

Technical execution unit is a governmental institution engaged in irrigation which is located on the highway district Pringsewu model village Pagelaran. In improving the welfare of employees, then founded an agency / associations (cooperatives) which function is to provide services to members of Credit Unions called UPT Pagelaran in the operational activities of cooperatives did not escape the problems - problems that can slow down operations to the members.

The methodology used in the development of this system is waterfall methodology. In making these systems use some software support such as XAMPPL control panel. While the interface that connects the web page with a database is a PHP script. Implementation of this system uses PHP triads, in which there is apache web server and MySQL database. Display system on a web page using Internet Explorer, while the display on WAP using the control panel XAMPPL.

The results of this study of credit co-operative application system that is expected to facilitate a person in search of the data members of credit unions.